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FALL 2013 LOOKBOOK 

Striking proportions and subtle 

asymmetries underscore the bold 

energy of a collection that navigates !

a compelling balance between !

casual elegance and urban cool. !
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EARLY FALL 
 

 

Oil does mix with water… in a painterly print sort of way, and Stella Carakasi takes those deep reflective colors 
as inspiration for the bold Early Fall watercolor print. Printed on mesh and mixed with stretch jersey and rib 
knit accents, these artful pieces offer a blurry-edge softness to the collection.  
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FALL 1 
 

 

Rich shiraz and a warm golden acacia are the collection’s color pop, creating a dynamic counterpart to the 
eminently wearable neutrals that permeate the collection. Carakasi adds a little drama with exaggerated 
proportions and subtle asymmetries.  
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FALL 2 
 

 

The shadowy palette is moody and refreshing, setting the tone for this classic winter collection. Carakasi’s 
playful experimentation and compelling combinations result in bold silhouettes that add a new sense of 
drama to the Stella Carakasi fashion lexicon. 
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RESORT 
 

 

Crisp black and white separates mix and match while a zingy pop of citron brazenly declares the onset of 
spring. Carakasi expands on the theme by mixing dressy with casual and solid with sheer. Clean, modern, and 
uncomplicated all describe this chic and easy collection.   
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TWO STAR DOG, INC. 

Stella Carakasi is a division of Two Star Dog (TSD), Inc. based 
in Berkeley, California. The company was founded in 1993 by 
Allan and Steven Boutrous, and Stella Carakasi joined shortly 
thereafter as Head of Design.  

 

Two Star Dog began manufacturing men’s jeanswear from 
hemp and other eco-friendly fibers, and was celebrated as an 
early adapter of eco-fashion. Carakasi went on to create a 
complete sportswear collection for women and the most 
diverse catalog of eco-friendly fashion, as well as The Original 
Hemp Jean ®.  

 

With over 450 accounts in the U.S. and Canada, the company 
also creates specialty clothing for private label and catalog 
companies. Partners Vivian Dai and Jeff Fenigstein joined 
recently in 2013. 
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CONTACT INFO 

VIVIAN DAI 

Chief Marketing Officer 

510.525.1100 x26 TEL 

510.525.8206 FAX 

vivian@stellacarakasi.com EMAIL 

 

 

 

STELLA CARAKASI DESIGN HOUSE 

1329 9th STREET 

BERKELEY, CA 94710 USA 

510.525.1100 TEL 

510.525.8206 FAX 

info@stellacarakasi.com  EMAIL 

www.stellacarakasi.com   
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